October 2016

To Whom It May Concern

The 9th annual Marshall Rogers Golf Day is being held on Wednesday, 23 November, 2016 at the Lakeside Golf Club, Camden.

The Foundation was established in 2007 after Marshall passed away suddenly on 13th September at the age of 50. He was an avid Wests Magpies and Wests Tigers supporter, with his passion stemming from his playing days at Wests, under the guidance of Warren Ryan and Roy Masters.

He went on to coach at the Wests Magpies for a number of years, leading the Harold Matthews, S.G Ball and Jersey Flegg sides. Marshall coached many elite players during this time including Brett Hodgson, Eric Grothe Jnr and his nephew, Wests Tigers and Australian centre, Chris Lawrence.

Marshall was a caring man who was devoted to the needs of the young men he was coaching, and above all else, always ensured they were having fun.

Marshall’s family wish to keep his legacy alive by supporting young men through their senior schooling at St. Gregory’s College, Campbelltown. The ‘Marshall Rogers Foundation Scholarship’ helps those students who wish to continue their schooling, but whose families may not have the means to make that happen.

For all prize donations and giveaways, please contact Lyndal Koteras on 0420 901 121 or email: lyndalrogers@gmail.com

For all other sponsorships or just to put a team in, please contact Ben Rogers on 0409 879 905 or email: benrogers1979@hotmail.com

Kind Regards,

The Marshall Rogers Foundation.

‘Champions are made from something they have deep inside them – a desire, a dream, a vision’
The Marshall Rogers Foundation

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

Gold Sponsors $5000 incl GST
- Exclusive naming rights including a particular award and hole for the day. Eg. Longest drive.
- Name and logo in all media releases
- A pre-event meeting with golf day organisers to discuss and plan on-course theming & requirements in order to maximise your promotion!
- One team of 4 players
- Opportunity to contribute item/s to the Players Packs
- Logo identification on specific advertising and promotional information produced and distributed
- Signage and banner rights on a specific hole and at the presentation function
- Opportunity to place displays and vehicles on a specified hole.
- Opportunity to donate prizes to the auction/s for further promotion for your business. Recognition at post tournament function

Silver Sponsors $2,500 incl GST
- Exclusive naming rights including a particular hole for the day, with signage on that hole.
- One team of 4 players
- Opportunity to contribute item/s to the Players Packs
- Opportunity to place signage, product displays and a vehicle on your sponsored hole
- Logo identification on specific advertising and promotional information produced and distributed for the event.
- Name and Logo in all media releases
- Opportunity to donate prizes to the auction/s for further promotion for your business. Recognition at post tournament function

Hole Sponsors $1,000 incl GST
- Opportunity to place signage, product displays and a vehicle on your sponsored hole
- Logo identification on specific advertising and promotional information produced and distributed for the event.
- One team of 4 players
- Opportunity to contribute item/s to the Players Packs

Beverage Cart Sponsor $600 incl GST
- Sponsor Sign on Beverage Cart
- One Indivisual to Ride in Cart & Network
- Opportunity to contribute item/s to the Players Packs

"Champions are made from something they have deep inside them - a desire, a dream, a vision."
- Muhammad Ali -